**MENU**

**MONITORING cont.**

**RETURN**

**RETURN**

**Look**

### HOME

#### FPS
- Set sensor speed: 0.750 - 120.000fps | 24.000fps
- Add/delete value

#### TC
- View timecode
- OPTIONS
  - Timecode reset/set to time
  - Run mode: [Free run, Rec run]
  - Mode: [Regen, Preset, Jam sync]
  - Regen source: [LTC-in, Manual, set by menu]
  - Count mode: [Non-Dropframe, Dropframe]
  - TC Offset: +/- 20

#### SHUTTER
- Set shutter angle
- Add/delete value
- Resulting exposure time shown in info pane

#### EI
- Set exposure index: 160 - 3600, 2500 ES - 6400 ES | 800
- ES limitation shown in info pane

#### ND
- Set ND filter: ND 0, ND 0.6, ND 1.2, ND 1.8

#### WB
- Set white balance: 2.000 - 11.000K +/- 16.0CC | 5600K 0.0CC
- Add/delete/rename values
- AUTO WB
  - Press two times to trigger auto white balance
  - Follow instructions on screen

### INFO
- Get info on:
  - Version
  - System
  - False Color
  - PAN/ROT LED
  - Media
  - USB
  - Network
  - Lens
  - User Button
- Export log and info files:
  - Export HW Info File...
  - Export Log Files...

---
ALEXA 35 SUP 1.0 - underlined values represent the FACTORY defaults